Although plainly under the strong impression of Desportes and Oudry, distinguished still-life painters of the generation before Chardin, the two paintings were equally clearly the work of a gifted and original young artist. While The Buffet, with its formal centerpiece of fruit and other appurtenances of an elaborate meal about to be preyed upon by a dog and a parrot, presents a more elaborate way of life than many of his subsequent works, The Skate, showing a delight in the modest yet rich textures of kitchen utensils, and the quintet of contrasting whites in the fish, the linen, the kitten, the oysters and scallions,
the freely and very thinly painted celery leaves almost merge with the warm, brownish coloring of the stone wall behind them, while others curve over the hare's outstretched legs. Crouching at the lower left, a predatory brown and white cat is pictured ready to spring at the dead partridge above.
Near the center of the same lower ledge as the cat is a beautiful, radiantly red apple, with some chestnuts and two pears, one upright and golden yellow, the other lying on its side, jade green. Though the effect of the painting in reproduction is monochromatic, there are areas of bright surprising color in the fruit and in the shining surface of the silvery pot, which provide a quality of vivacity and immediacy seldom associated with Chardin's art. The recently picked orange, the freshly caught game, and the watchful cat evoke a feeling of instantaneity that characterizes Chardin's very first major works, the ones he showed while still in his twenties at the Place Dauphine on Corpus Christi day.
Two of those-The Skate and The Buffet, now at the Louvre-Chardin exhibited in 1728.
Although plainly under the strong impression of Desportes and Oudry, distinguished still-life painters of the generation before Chardin, the two paintings were equally clearly the work of a gifted and original young artist. While The Buffet, with its formal centerpiece of fruit and other appurtenances of an elaborate meal about to be preyed upon by a dog and a parrot, presents a more elaborate way of life than many of his sub-The Buffet, by Chardin, 1728. The Louvre d'argent" an experimental quality in their rather ambitious scale and their combinations of objects. The curved masonry wall of The Buffet, strikingly like that of our painting, is slightly at odds with the curiously formal disarray placed before it. In The Skate the tiny kitten baring its teeth at the surrounding seafood is somewhat discordant with the scale already established by the objects in the foreground. The Museum's painting presents a far simpler scene. The eye level is lower, the setting much less theatrical, and almost as matter-of-fact as the artist would have us believe. The all-important triangle of brilliant color formed by the bright orange on the silvery vessel and the delicious reds, greens, and golden yellows of the fruits in the foreground suggest that he wanted to achieve movement and articulation through the strong, clearly isolated accents of color that for the most part he abandoned in his later works. 
